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B flavor physics has been playing an important role in the elementary particle physics.  

The previous B-factory experiments, Belle and BaBar, have provided many important 

measurements, such as observation of large CP violation in B decays, for the test of 

the flavor physics model. The global analyses of Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa 

(CKM) matrix using the B-factory results and other flavor physics measurements 

have shown that the results are consistent with the Standard Model (SM) and 

confirmed that the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) mechanism is the dominant source of 

the CP violation in the quark sector. However, there are still unresolved problems that 

indicate the existence of new physics beyond the SM. For example, the CP violation 

induced by the KM mechanism is too small to explain our matter dominated universe. 

Therefore, the next target of the B physics experiments is to find new physics and 

reveal its flavor structure to determine the physics model. 

 In this talk, we will review two B physics experiments, LHCb and Belle II. The two 

experiments complementary to each other. LHCb is the experiment at Large Hadron 

Collider (LHC). It has large bb  production rate and better sensitivity for decays with 

charged particles. Belle II experiment is the experiment at SuperKEKB e
+
e

-
 collider. 

Thanks to the cleanliness of the events at e
+
e

-
 collision, Belle II has better sensitivity 

for the decays of neutral particles. Because no additional particles are produced in the 

BB  events, the measurements of decays with missing energy such as B  

KB  can be performed at Belle II. LHCb experiment has already started data 

taking and accumulated more than 3fb
-1 

of data. The Belle II detector and 

SuperKEKB accelerator are now under construction and the commissioning of the 

accelerator will start in 2015. We will talk about the current status of the two 

experiments, their physics potential and their future prospect. 
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